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later, if man is to live as man and not become a two-footed
brute.
Sevagram, 8-3-'42
Harijan, 15-3-1942
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DESIRABILITY OF EXODUS
A correspondent asks for my detailed views on the exo-
dus that I have advised from the cities of all who are not
wanted there and all who are unfit or unwilling to stay
there. No one is obliged to stay in against his will. In the
event of bombardment, it is clear that non-combatants can
only be a burden in every way. Successful defence against
a powerful enemy requires exclusive concentration-on holding
the enemy at bay. The defendants' attention must not be
divided. This is from the military point of view.
But we have war resisters too, either humanitarian
or political. They may not stay unless their object is merely
to cause embarrassment for the sake of it. I hope there are
none such. They should, therefore, be out of the cities. Then
there are those who do not know what to do in the event
of bombardment. They should all evacuate. As the reader
will see, my opinion has litde to do with my war resistance.
For in this case and up to a point military necessity and duty
of war resisters demand the same action.
If I could convert any city or all cities wholly, includ-
ing the combatants of yesterday, I should welcome the
invading host and try to convert even them or challenge
them to do their worst, without offering retaliation. But
no such good luck awaits me. If the cities were converted,
all India including the rulers would be converted and
there would be peace in India and peace in the world. But
that must remain a daydream yet awhile. Only I won't be
moved from my position by being told that the Jap or the
Nazi is not the same man as the Englishman. I draw no
such fundamental distinction between man and man. But
I must not detain the reader on the speculative side of the
matter-of-fact question that faces us.

